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The present Course III has three op- Dynamical geology represents the ap-
tions. Option 1 is the general option plication of physics and chemistry to
which is designed for all men except the problems of the earth's evolution. It
those who have definitely planned that is, therefore, highly appropriate that
their future work shall be along metal- geolooical reealell sliot.(l lie and is,
lurgical or geological lines. Option 2 among our instructors and graduate
is for men who plan to follow metal- students, an integral part of the Insti-
lurgy and who, therefore, require more I tute's work. Every year the principles
of the mechanical engineering which is ot eleuistiiry and(1 physics are being en-
useful around large plants. Option 3 larged or restated. Either of these sci-
is designed for men who desire positions ences is in a state of flux. A great
on the U. S. Geological Survey or who number of geological problems are being
have a similar geological position in attacked with the new methods provided
view. Options 1 and 3 are identical up by physical chemistry. So rapid is the
to the end of the third year. The dif- advance in all three of the basal sci-
ferentiation in Option 2 begins in the ences that revision of the principles of
second year. physical geology is a constant necessity.

Formerly several other options were The geologist has an obvious advantage
offered, but these were given up as who has among his colleagues physic-
inexpedient because it was found that ists and chemists, who will draw his at-
a man who had specialized in one direc- tention to recent discoveries, or to im-
tion was very liable to secure a position proved statement of fundamental prin-
at graduation for which his special ciples, and who will advise him where
training was entirely unsuited. only the expert is a safe guide. Such

As arranged at present the first two is the opportunity of a geologist at a
years are largely spent on fundamental well equipped technical institution, or
subjects. The first year has mathe- at an equally well equipped university.
matics, chemistry, drawing, language Research on the principles of physical
and English. The second year has geology is there more fittingly prose-
chemistry, physics, mathematics, sur- euted than evenl inl the gov(ernmenllt sr'-
veying and English. A start is made in veys.
geology and a short course in Elements Every advance made in general or dy-
of Mining Engineering introduces the namical geology is a direct or indirect
men to the professional work of the gain to economic geology and, therefore,
course. to the thoroughly trained, practical

In the third year the work becomes l mining expert. A successful millinll
more specialized. The professional work geologist has the research spirit.
includes mining engineering and assay- Routine and slavish adherence to text
ing. Geology and analytic chemistry hook. handbook. or lecture instruction
are continued and courses are given in are not for him. As millions of dollars
mineralogy and petrology. The bal- may be interested in his report, he must
ance of the time is devoted to applied go deeper into interpretation of local
mechanics, physics (heat), political facts than anyone has ever done before.
economy and general studies. No two mining camps are alike, no two

The fourth year work is largely pro- problems in finding or following an ore-
fessional and includes lectures in ore body are alike; each case requires a new
dressing, metallurgy and metallography, and special application of geological
work in the metallurgical laboratory principles, and these are tested with
and heat measurements, lectures and each application. A large part of the
laboratory work in electricity, lectures enormous financial waste in present-
in hydraulics, work in forgeing, lectures day mining could be saved if managers
and field work in geology, and courses and "experts" were trained in the at-
in memnoirs, sanitary science, theoretical mosphere and methods of geological in-

(Continued on page 30.) (Continued on page 30.)

ORE DRESSIN6
By PROF. R. n. RICHARDS.

The beneficiating of minerals, by
which is meant the making of mineral
substances most serviceable to men, is
divided into three parts: (1) Mining
takes the ore from the ground in the
crude state; (2) Ore-Dressing separates
the quartz or other waste materials
from the valuable minerals by mechani-
cal means; and (3) Metallurgy, which
separates by chemical means, using fire
or water, the remaining waste sub-
stances from the valuable metals, turn-

ing out the latter in condition for prac-
tical use.

Ore-Dressing uses the various break-
ers and crushers to sever the valuable
minerals from the waste, and then the
screens and classifiers, followed by the

jigs, tables and vanners, to separate the
good from the bad. While the above
machines use water and specific gravity
for separating the minerals, there are
a number of other processes which help
by separating the minerals which are
of the same specific gravity and there-
fore cannot be separated by the above
method; these are the magnet, which
separates the Inagnetic minerals from
the non-magnetic minerals; the static
electrical machine, which separates the
mineral conductors of electricity from
the non-conductors; and the flotation
methods, which separate the minerals
that are held up by the surface tension
of water from those minerals that are
not.

The teaching of Ore-Dressing at the
Institute is done by lectures illustrated
by laboratory work, which is timed to
come as nearly with the topics of Lre
lectures as possible.

Ore-Dressing Laboratory.
The laboratory work is laid out for

giving the students as much practical
knowledge of ore-dressing as possible
in the time allowed, and to furnish the 
tools and materials and guidance for in-
vestigation. The chief features of the 
work are: (1) A concentration of a lead 
ore. (2) A run on a gold ore in a Cali- 
fornia quartz mill. Each of these illus-
trates the method of grouping a set of 
machines together for the purpose of i

(Continued on page 25,)

COURSE IN GEOL06Y
By PROF. T. A. JAGGAR, JR.

The Institute provides courses in what
is known as "Option 3 in Mining," and
Course XII, "Geology and Geodesy," de-
signed to train inen for professional life
in geology and topography. Students
planning, to become geologists ought to
take the mining engineering course, so
as to get a solid foundation of work in
clhemistry, plhysics, mnathematies, and
engineering, subjects essential for a ge-
ologist's training. Few students at this
institution train themselves to become
topographers. This is unfortunate, as
the science of making artistic and ac-
curate maps ought to rank as high as
any branch of learning in the humane
professions. It is to the wonderful work
of such men as F. Matthes, M. I. T.,
1895, United States Geological Survey,
topograpl)her of the Grand Canonus of
the Colorado and the Yosemite, that we
owe a debt of gratitude for bringing
topographical science up to a standard
complprable wvith the finest geological or
astroonomical work. Good maps are es-

.sential to the study of all engineering,
hyvdrograplhie and geological problems,
and the making of them deserves much
morec attention than is now given to it
in the average engilleering course. The
wvork calls for a high artistic sense, like
lthat of the architect, and also for en-

durance, administrative ability in the
field. thorough knowvledge of astronomy
and geodesy. and a keen appreciation of
thle relations between geological struc-

ture and topographic form. I think that
there is a field of growving importance for
the man who will train himself to be an
expert togoprapher. The large recla-
mation, mining, and power projects
which are now engaging the attention
of the world, as vell as such novelties
as automobiling and aviation, are bring-
ing the forms of the land closer to man-
kind. In everyday life, men engaged in
commerce, real estate, and transporta-
tion, feel the need and the lack of good
maps. There is a bill now before the
Massachusetts Legislature to provide for
the preparation of a State geological and
economic atlas, and an important part
of the work provided for under this bill

is the revision of all the topographic
(Continued on page 26.)
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MINERALOGY;, PETROLOGY
By PROF. C. H. WARREN.

No man can fairly consider himself
a broadly educated one who is not to
some extent familiar with the structural
character and history of the earth's
crust, upon which he lives and from
which comes in the end so large a por-
tion of the material things'of everyday
life. The visible units of the earth's
crust are the definite chemical com-
pounds known as minerals, or perhaps in
a larger sense, the various individual
mineral aggregates, the rocks. A some-
what general knowledge of these units,
such, for example, as may be obtained
in a course in general geology, is usually
sufficient for most men, and the same is
true regarding the earth's structure and
history. Certain groups of professional
men, however, more particularly mining
engineers, chemists, and chemical engin-
eers, have occasion to deal more or less
constantly with minerals or rocks, or
both. as physical and chemical objects.
and to such, a more thorough knowledge
of these objects and of the methods of
studying them is important.

The general object of the course in
mineralogy and petrology at the Insti-
tute is to supply the needs of these
groups of students. In mineralogy the
specific aims are, to furnish the student
with an opportunity to become familiar
with the more important mineral species,
their uses and relative importance, and
to some extent, their modes of occur-
rence, to obtain a general view of the
range of chemical composition among
minerals, and particularly to become
skilled in the practical methods of study-
ing them.

In a general way the actual work of
the course consists, first, of a preliminary
laboratory study, accompanied by some
lecture work, of the important minerals
and of methods of examining and deter-
mining them, and secondly of a large
amount of practice in such work. The
preliminary work naturally includes a
small amount of crystallography. The

PROF. C. H. WARREN.

crystalline state is the normal one, un-
-der ordinary conditions, for most solid
matter, whether made in the laboratory
or occurring naturally, and a correct
appreciation of the leading characteris-
tics' of crystalline matter is important
and can be used easily and to great ad-
vantage in studying substances in gen-
eral.

The methods used in the examination
and determination of minerals aim to-
ward making the greatest possible use of
such physical properties, cleavage and
hardness for example, as can be success-
fully studied without elaborate appara-

All Goods Required by
Students at

Maclachlan's
502 Boalston St.

Drawing Instruments and Materials, etc.
Fountain 'Pens, Text-Books

tus and the combining of the facts thus
obtained with the information gained
from simple tests made with the aid of
the blowpipe or by short and easily
performed qualitative, chemical reactions
made in the wet way, This combination
of physical and chemical properties ren-
ders identification vastly quicker and
generally more certain than reliance on
either one alone.

For use in the preliminary work sev-
eral large and carefully selected refer-
ence and study collections are available
for study. while in the later determin-
tive wo rk an extensive collection of
"Unknowns" accumulated from mineral
deposits the world over is used.

PROF. E. E. BUGBEE.

Petrology, which is, broadly speaking,
the science of rocks, is covered by two
courses. The first of these is designed
to present the principles upon which the
science is based and to furnish the op-
portunity to become familiar with the
leading rock types, their distribution
and modes of occurrence, and with prac-
tical methods of identifying such of
these rocks as can be successfully iden-
tified in the field or mine. The work is
therefore essentially a laboratory course
accompanied by lectures or recitations
and assigned reading. While the use of
the polarizing microscope for the study
of thin rock sections is not a part of this
course, its great value as a means of
study is shown and microscopic sections
are used to illustrate principles and fea-
tures not readily apparent or not appar-
ent at all without their use. The petrol-
ogy is required of all mining engineer-
ing students and is open to others who
can and desire to take it.

The second course is a more advanced
one, known as petrography, to which the
first is a necessary preparation. This is
naturally a course for those who wish
to become more proficient in the appli-
cation of geology to mining or those who
intend to follow geology as a profession.

Petrography is the systematic study
and classification of rocks and involves
to a very considerable extent the use
of the polarizing microscope. A large
part of the work of this course consists,
therefore, of learning methods of micro-
scopic study and of putting them into
practice. For identifying the constitu-
ent minerals of a rock with the micro-
scope, finely crushed material may be
studied, or very thin rock-slices. The
latter are more commonly used, since
they have the great advantage of hav-
ing all of the mineral grains of the same
thickness, and therefore comparable for
certain optical properties which vary
with thickness. They also show exactly
what the actual relationship of one min-
eral to another is. These sections are
made by simply grinding down a small
slice of rock until it has a uniform
thickness of about 0.03 mm. The area
is usually from 1.5 to 2.0 sq. cm. The
section is mounted on a glass slide with
Canada balsam, and is covered with a

cover-glass. Although one can learn to
grind these sections one's self with a lit-
tle practice, they are usually prepared by
men who make it their business to cut
sections. The cost is but a trifle (30 to
40 cents). These sections are quite
transparent and permit not only the
structure of the rock to be clearly seen
under the microscope, but also make it
possible to identify the individual min-
eral constituents by means of their op-
tical properties.

These are just as characteristic for
each species as are their chemical reac-
tions or macroscopic characters and can
be determined with great precision even
on exceedingly minute grains. The de-
termination by this means must not be
thought to be always easy. for the exer-
cise of much patience, skill and thought
are often necessary for the making of a
single determination. Practice, however,
makes the recognition of the more com-
mnon minerals a complaratively easy mat-
ter. .-. e identification o0 a rock by
nleans of a thin-section can be done
quickly and easily in most cases. In
petrographic work, where the chemi-
cal as well as the mineral composition is
desired. this aynv often be compulted ap-
proximately from incasureaients made

microscopically upon the individual min-
erals if their composition is known, al-
though for very accurate work, chemical
analyses must be resorted to.

The polarizing miscroscope is also a
valuable tool to the chemist in his study
of laboratory salts, to the metallurgist,
and sometimes to the mill manager.

Besides large collections of rock speci-
niens, the Institute also has hundreds
of thin-sections available for study, and
these collections are being constantly
added to. There are twelve microscopes
for regular petrographic work, also a
large microscope fitted with many useful
accessories particularly adapted for re-
search work.

Aside from the direct and obvious
value of mineralogic and petrologic
knowledge to the chemist or chemical
engineer, the mining engineer, and ge-
ologist, the work in these subjects has
an indirect value whllic, although not
always recognized, is to the writer's
mind quite if not really more important
than the mere knowledge they impart,
and this is the training of the powers of
observation and deduction which must
be exercised constantly throughout such
work- if any miiea.;tme of success is to be
Vttained.

MUFFLE FUIRNACES.

FIRE ASSAYING
By PROF. EDWARD E. BUGBEE.

Fire assaying is a particular branch
of analytical chemistry by which the
quantity of metals in ores, furnace
products, bullion, etc., is determined by
the aid of heat and dry reagents. The
object in each case being to separate
the metal sought from the other com-
ponents of the ore, weighing it in the
metallic state. The determinations
most commonly made are of gold, silver
and lead, with occasionally tin, mercury
and platinum. Assaying is principally
confined to mining and metallurgical
operations where it is desired to obtain:
accurate results in the shortest possible
time. Fire assaying is not only by far
the most rapid method for the deter-
mination of gold and silver in ores, but
with proper precautions it is also the
most accurate method for these deter-
minatiouns. The fire assay for lead is
not as accurate as some of the wet'
methods, but on many ores it is quite
satisfactory, and as the fire determina-
tion may be done with the expenditure|
of perhaps one-tenth the time and labor
required for the wet method, it is in
general use where speed is more im-
portant than extreme accuracy.

The course in fire assaying as given
at the Institute is designed not merely
to give a theoretical and practical
knowledge of the subject itself, but also
to serve as an introduction to the study

STONE & WEBSTER
CHARLES A. STONE, '87 EDWIN S. WEBSTER, '87
RUSSELL ROBB, '87 ELIOT WADSWORTH, 'o3 HENRY G. BRADLEE, 'gz

Securities of Public Service Corporations
Under the. Management of our Organization

STONE & WEBSTER STONE & WEBSTER
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION ENGINEERiNG CORPORATION

GEfNERAL M ANAGEPS OF PUBLIC CONSTRUCTING ENGINEERS
SERV¥J± CORPORATIONS

of metallurgy which follows it. The
aim of the department is to teach the
student the reasons for the various
steps taken, as well as the limitations
of the processes. Fire assaying is just
emerging from the "rule of thumb
stuag( and the student of today should
benefit thereby. In addition to the
thlrd-vear course in assaying further
practice is obtained in the fourth year
course, termed metallurgical laboratory,
required of all Course III students.
Here the men make various metallurgi-
cal tests, each step of which is fol-
lowed by assays and the student is
shown how to check his work as the
surveyor checks himself by closing a
survey.

Assaying is to the mining engineer-
ing course what surveying is to the
civil engineering course. It is a funda-
mental subject so far as the course is
concerned and one to which practically
every mining engineering graduate at
one time or another in his career will
have occasion to refer. For many men
it will be the opening' through which
they enter the profession, others will
use it from time to time as emergency
may require, while still others will em-
ploy their theoretical knowledge to in-
sure the engagement of competent men
to do the work for them.

Attention is called to the Geological
Survey Examination to be held on Feb.
16th and 17th. bee Prof. Jaggar's ar-
ticle for particulars.
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THESIS
By PROF. R. H. RICHARDS.

The thesis is regarded in the mining
department as the most important part
of the course; in fact, the crowning
feature. An investigation calling for an
intelligent plan, exact observations, re-
liable records, intelligent discussion, and
wise conclusions calls out into prac-
tice all the training the student has
received at the school, together with
his outside experience. It helps him to
fit himself for graduation, and his
teachers to decide if he is fitted. Among
the many lines for thesis that can be

PROF. R. H. RICHARDS.

chosen, the following are perhaps the
mQost' obvious: Ore-dressing test to ascer-
tain the best method of concentrating
an ,ore. This at first glance looks like
doing the same thing over and over,
but when it is borne in mind that no
two ores are alike and the greatest
commercial economy will be obtained by
crushing one ore to one size and an-
other to another, and that they differ
likewise as to the dividing line for re-
crushing tailings and also middlings it
will be seen there is a great deal to
be done to settle these questions. Ore-
dressing investigation to ascertain the
settling velocity of different sizes of
grains of minerals of different specific
gravity: This is one line of investiga-
tion of great importance to the mill
man and the designer of mills; it is
only one of many lines that can be
suggested. Metallurgical test: A blast
furnace can be made on a copper ore,
including the prelimilnary analyses of
the ores and fluxes, the colnputatioln of
the charge to yield the best result in
copper recovered and least copper lost
in the slag. During the run, heat
measurements can be taken and the
complete heat balance sheet prepared,
showing where the heat wvas used to
advantage and where it was lost, and
how the run could be better done the
next time. Metallurgical investigation:
The student may take the investigation
of the fusing point of lime iron silicates
as used in lead smelting slags. He will
have all the slags to prepare of pure
known materials, the apparatus to put
in order and calibrate, the tests to
make, the conclusions to draw and the
paper to write. This is only one of
many that might be named. Assaying
test: The student may be given an ore
and try on it all the known methods
of assaying such an ore, he can try all
the possible variations in heats at the
different periods in the process and all
the different proportions in the fluxes
to reach the best method of assaying
that class of ore. Assaying investiga-
tions: The student may try the losses
in silver in cupelling, using variable
quantities of lead, variable heats and
different makes of cupel, at the end he
sums up the results and concludes the
conditions that will give him the most
reliable results. Geological survey: The
student can make a geological survey,
getting the location, dips, strikes, kinds
of rock, and after mapping it all can
draw sections and conclude with con-
siderable certainty what he will find
and where he will find it when he goes
down below the surface. Geological in-
vestigation: The student can make a
careful examination of a rock forma-
tion and take a great many samples

PALEONTOLOGY
By PROF. H. W. SHIMER.

The study of paleontology at the In-
stitute is pursued along two lines. The
one considers the identification of the
earth's strata through the fossils in-
cluded in them and the other the
evolution of life upon the earth. At
the Institute more emphasis is nat-
urally laid upon the former, embodied
in the courses in Index Fossils.

If any particular deposit of stratified
rock be examined we shall find cer-
tain fossil forms peculiar to only that
stratum and other strata which were in
other regions deposited at the same
time. This being demonstrated, we
may certainly be able to identify that
stratum thereafter by the fossils found
in it, no matter in what locality found.
The identity of formations in different
sections of a country, or, as we usually
say, their correlation, is of the utmost
importance to both the geologist and
the mining engineer. For example, in
the lower peninsula of Michigan a
stratum of limestone runs about 100
ier cent. calcium carbonate and is
hence much sought after for use in
clarifying sugar and for making Port-
land cement. It is underlain and over-
lain by shale beds of similar lithologic
characters, but carrying different fos-
sils, and as the strata are almost hori-
zontal, separate outcrops of the limee-
stone are few. Hence here, in areas of
shale outcrops, quarries are located by
an examination of the surface' fossils
which indicate whether the shale is
that which underlies or overlies the de-
sired limestone.

A knowledge of Index Fossils in each
year becoming increasingly necessary
for the geologist and the mining en-
g.incer more and more freqently do
we find practical mining men coming
hack to take such work. The follow-
ing is an extract from a letter of such
a mnan from the southwestem United
States: "I find that I cannot carry on
my work to the best advantage with-
out a knowledge of the fossils. I do

PROF. H. W. SHIMER.

not see how any man can do prospect-
ing and development work in this re-
gion unless he knows something about
fossils. Since I have been here, a
graduate of a technical school came
down to direct the sinking of a shaft
for his company. He spent an im-
mense amount of money and time in
sinking that shaft in Devonian lime-
stone. Now the ore only occurs in the
Carboniferous of that region. He had
crossed a fault which brought up the
barren Devonian rock. If he had
known the fossils, which were abund-
ant, he could have told in five minutes

of the rock. He can then make slides
of the rock and study its structure,
microscopically and chemically, and
make up his mind to what great group
of rocks it belongs, having done so he
can then argue from analogy what valu-
able deposits are liable to be found in
its neighborhood, he can also contribute
towards the settling of the geological
age of the rock.

In every one of these supposed cases
the student is living beforehand through
one of the experiences which go to make
up the life of the mining engineer, the
metallurgist and the geologist.

I
that he was on the wrong track, and
could have saved his company an im-
mense amount of money."

In working out the structure of a
country, noting faults or boring artesian
wells, such knowledge is equally neces-
sary. As an instance of its use in the
latter work, the following may be
quoted: "In two instances within the
past year by the aid of these fossils
(oysters) brought up from great depths
in diamond drill cores, cities in Texas
upon the point of abandoning the at-
tempt to procure artesian water have
been warranted in drilling a few feet
farther where the desired artesian flow
was procured."

Likewise is a knowledge of index fos-
sils most desirable for work upon the
geological surveys of Canada, the United
States and Mexico, for each of which
the Institute has trained men. A
couple of years ago one of our men
on the Mexican survey, was deploring
that he had not taken more work in
that line since so much of his work
on the survey was along lines involving
the knowledge of fossils.

The undergraduate work in Index
Fossils at the Institute is confined to
two courses: (1) The laboratory part
of the stratigraphic geology, showing
what a fossil is, how preserved, and,
through constant comparison with rie-
cent forms of life, what the soft and
hence unpreserved parts of the body
were like, and how these built up the
hard parts which are preserved in the
fossil state. (2) The course in North
American Index Fossils which, through
the identification of two or three hun-
dred very common fossils gives a good
knowledge of classes and ages, ability
to note minute differences, and the
training to identify unknown fossils
and thus the age of the rock enclosing
them. In the advanced courses in
paleontology, the knowledge and train-
ing thus gained are used in original
work for publication upon some specific
area, including identification of fossils,
determination of the age of the rocks,
etc.
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Course III is perhaps the most cos-
mopolitan given at the Institute. Be-
sides men from twenty-one states in
the Union, Central America sends one
man, China three, Japan one, Mexico
two, Nova Scotia one, British Columbia
one, South Africa one, and West Indies
one.

The following is an approximate
classification of the undergraduates
according to their options:

Op.I Op.II Op.III Totals
Seniors ... 13 2 14 29
Juniors ... 23 2 3 28

Option I is the general mining course,
Option II is metallurgy, and Option III
is mining geology.

In regard to the preparation a min-
ing engineer should have for his work,
the matter of reference books is impor-
tant. Among the more essential ones
are: Spurr's "Geology Applied to Min-
ing"; Trumbull's "Underground Survey-
ing," a book containing much valuable
information in little space; the hand-
books of Trautwine and Kent; "Esti-
mation of Ore in a Mine," by T. A.
Rickard; Richards' "Ore Dressing";
Hofnlans' "Metallurgy of Lead" and
Peters' "Metallurgy of Copper."

ORE-DRESSING.

(Continued from page 23.)

making a complete treatment, including
the coarse crushing, the fine crushing,
the prelimninary and the finishing con-
centration. (3) The remaining labora-
tory equipment is to provide for the
study of individual machines; for ex-
ample, the magnet with high magnetic
power for treating minerals with low
magnetic susceptibility; the magnet
with low power for minerals of high
susceptibility; the various designs of
classifiers,. the WVilfley table, the
Wilfley slimer, the steep end shake van-
ner, and such other machines and proc-
esses as may from time to time come
forward for investigation.

There are three stages in the work:
(1) The introductory object lessons; (2)
the testing of ores for a process; and
(3) the investigation of principles of
ore-dressing to obtain constants or data
for the guidance of mill men and inves-
figat'ors of the future. The' second and
third stages are used in the thesis work.
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Although miners' work takes them
underground, that they are not all
dead ones is proven by the number of
Course III men taking part in student
activities. Among the seniors, the
president of the class, one of the ex-
ecutive committee, two of the athletic
association, the manager of the basket-
ball team and others are prominent in
outside work. Of the juniors, the
clerk of 1911, and one man on the ath-
letic association, the treasurer of
Technique, the history editor of the
year-book, as well as the business man-
ager of the Tech, represent Course m1.
With the second year men, a miner is
on the executive committee, and several
are on the Tech. Besides these activ-
ities, Course III is always represented
on class and varsity athletic teamns,
musical clubs, etc.

Hosier*, Glovers and Shirt Makers

Polo. Golf and Tennis Requisite s

Walo .Snos.and

COURSE IN GEOLOGY.

(Continued from page 23.)
maps of the State. The United States
Geological Survey stands ready to co-
operate. with the State in. the expense of
making these maps. The Institute of
Technology ought to provide some of
the topographers for this work if it is
carried out. There is always opportu-
nity on the geological survey for under-
graduates or graduates of tne Institute
to get profitable training under the
skilled Government topographers. Course
XII. is designed to develop systematic
training along these lines.

The geologists who graduate from the
course in Mining Geology at the Insti-
tute, may enter upon any one of several
different professional careers. They
may become Government or State geolo-
gists, do private expert work along
economic lines, or become teachers in
colleges. The usual procedure of our
geological graduates is to go at once into
a mining district, and begin work from
the bottom up. Some men take the
civil service examination for a position
a s assistant 'geologist on the United
States Geological Survey, or become as-
sistants on the Geological Survey of
Canada. There is to be an examination
held in many clales all over the country,

PROF. T. A. JAGGAR.

now announced for February 16th and
l7th, to provide candidates for vacan-
cies on the geological survey at salaries
ranging from $1000 to $1600. The men
chosen will have opportunity to gain
valuable experience in remote and won-
derful regions, such .as Alaska, the
Rocky Mountains, and the deserts of
Nevada. Such experience is a training
school in itself, and the Government of-
fices provide every facility for excellent
work at great expense. Men who have
worked on the survey for a few years
frequently go into private practice as
consulting geologists, or become consult-
ing experts of great mining companies
at salaries ranging from $5000 to $10,000,
according to their ability. The geolo-
gist is becoming more important in the
commercial world as his science gains
definition and accuracy; and nowadays
there are many uses for his work apart
from ining. In connection with water
supply, sewage disposal, railroad engin-
eering, harbors, agricultural and soil
surveys, irrigation, forestry, and land-
scape architecture, and many branches
of engineering construction, as well as in
matters of litigation concerning the
earth and its products, the services of
the geologists are constantly required.

BLAST FURNACE.

HISTORICAL OUTLINE
By PROF. R. H. RICHARDS.

Rogers laid out a program for a
course in Practical Geology and Mining
in his early pamphlet (Scope and Plan
of a School of Industrial Science, May
30,.64). It consisted of suitably bal-
anced chemistry, physics, and mathe-
matics, with geology, mechanical engin-
eering, and civil engineering, together
with language and literature; and to
introduce the student to the practical
side of the profession there should be a
laboratory for concentrating and smelt-
ing, and also assaying by fire, and fin-
ally visits were to be made to mines,
concentrating mills, and smelters. Rog-
ers also gave the instruction in geology
and physics during the first five years
in addition to his duties as President.

Runkle in 1871 organized a summer
school to visit mines, mills, and smelt-
ers in Missouri, Colorado, Wyoming,
Utah, Nevada and California. Through
his zeal and energy the Institute was
presented many ore samples from the
mines, and a complete gold mill for
stamping, amalgamating and concentrat-
ing gold ores by the San Francisco
manufacturers of machinery, the Union
Iron Works, and Joshua Hendy Mfg.
Co.

Ordway built the first metallurgical
laboratory, including assay muffle and
crucible furnaces, a roasting reverber-
atory furnace, a smelting reverberatory,
and a little brick blast furnace for
smelting.

Storer was the chief teacher of chem-
istry in the early years. Eliot fol-
lowed by Allen and Ordway in Metal-
lurgy, Henck in civil engineering, Wat-
son in mechanical, Bocher and Kraus
in languages, Runkle and Osborne in
mathematics, and Atkinson in litera-
ture. Hague and afterwards Rockwell
were the first two professors of mining
engineering.

Richards in 1871 was placed in charge
of the development and management of
the mining and metallurgical labor-
atories. He also taught during differ-
ent periods chemistry, mineralogy, min-
ing engineering, and metallurgy.

The department has been very fortu-
nate in its assistants, instructors, and
professors throughout its history. The
following men have risen through vari-
ous positions in the instructing staff
and have all contributed substantially
to the development of the department:
Stafford, Foster, Beal, Wood,, Clark.
Lodge, %Hofman, Locke, Bugbee, Hay-
ward and Reed.

The division of the subjects at present
is: Richards and Locke have the mining
and ore resing, H ofxn a 4 Hayward
1vi e the .wetltlu rgy i 1 all itq branches,
and, Bughee snd Reedc have the "asaying
and a eptio'o of the metalhurgiegl 1b-
oratory.

YELLOWLEGS.
(Saturday Evening Post.)

Yellowlegs is young and foolish when
he wanders out from school,

Thinks a mine's a proposition to be run
by line and rule.

He can tell the grizzled foreman just
exactly where he's wrong,

And the '"errors of the shift boss" are
his never-ending song.

What hlie doesn't know of mining isn't
worth the while to learn,

He would teach the old hands better,
give 'em hints at every turn;

He's the pinnacle of progress, he's the
prophet and the seer,

For he's learned it all at college, has
the mining engineer!

Yellowlegs is young,
Yellowlegs is new,

Give him time to find himself,
Time to change his view;

HEe'll come down a peg
When he's worked a year.

He's a bully boy at heart,
Is the engineer.

Yellowlegs gets slightly wiser when he's
worked around a while,

When he sees a little merit in the other
people's style,

Finds a thing or two in mining he ad-
mits he didn't know,

Laughs at "absolute opinions" that he
held a while ago.

Then he buckles down to business-
there is plenty of his own-

Lets the foreman and the shift boss
fight their worries out alone;

For it slowly dawns upon him, and it
dawns upon him clear,
It will keep him mighty busy just to

be an engineer!

Yellowlegs is young,
Yellowlegs gets wise,

Finds he hasn't any time
Left to criticise;

All his uppish ways
Quickly disappear.

He's a bully boy at heart,
Is the engineer.

Yellowlegs has all the workings on a
blue print paper plat,

He knows where this drift is going,
where the latest stope is at.

It is Yellowlegs who figures when to
raise, and how and where

To connect the different levels and to
give the miners air;

How to cross-cut through the "coun-
try," how to raise a thousand feet,

So the shaft that he is raising and the
one above shall meet.

And although we chuckle at bim when
he comes among us here,

He's a pretty wise gazabo, is the min-
ing engineer!

Yellowlegs is keen,
Yellowlegs is cool,

After he is toned a bit
He's nobody's fool.

Mine would be a joke
'Cept with him to pl.

He' a bully boy at heart,
And a bully man!l

-Berton Braley.
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far distant.
The technical training for this pro-

fession i broad rather than highly
· w . . ; ming engineer must

aice, in prospecting., It comes' into use
also-in actual mining work in deciding;
h6w to remove ,the 'ore to thlle, best ad-
vantage: . .

Civil, mechanical, electrical, and hy-'
drauliec 'engineering, are useful be-
cause, the .Iining engineer in the ma-
jority of cases is. located in a remote'
place where -herciannot call in a special-
ist in-these subjects without great ex-
pense and loss. of'time, He -must un-
derstand mechanical engineering in or-'
der,- to, superiitend .,, his -construction,
work;, civil engineering for', his. snrface.
!surveying.'and, also. for 'the',surveying
'and -mapping, of -uhidergroimd,'wPorkings;
·olActrieal engineering fot -the ' installa-
'tionw of miodern' power, transmission anid
f6r the :bperation'of' electro-metallurgi-
'cas'proeesses;'"and hydraulicengineering
for the ;':best-' :ntilization of.,: natural,

gThe' 'consideration: , : of academic st.udI,, "The' :consideratio n' of*adeist-
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guage. Sim'i]rI~_.a . commercial train -
ing would be very valuable in the keep-

4ei1 il~ ljaqp rt a'Wing o a cvqu],mrts, i ne landg, etc.hat,.agf ,wr*OS'~ B ~ g iinpos, ;T 9r, *Adelingg
wIt i ds'eAtillci b§oMil Oe Patlr yearsidedb~y a, good oqqi?~qpdpo,'the Engliph lan.guage. Sim'il rIjvj_.& -commercial train.ing would be very valuable in the keep.,ing of. aqcq t~ g, etc.

it id C~b ~ ~ nd~l years
at a college giving good scientific train-
ings, supplemented by .tw, yeaxs at a
technical school, furnishes the bbst prep-
aratiorr for a' milling engineer.'· The for-
mer not'"only 'imparts a' genieral 'educa-
tion and broadness' of' view,' but"also in
the'majority 'of:'cases:provides content
witlh ':his' fellws; 'which is apnt to be
mitsed 'in the highly 'specialized'wOrk
of-,the'~~laltter.', : ....
-' ' Oe Ima' ask ' how' it is' possible to
,tuifi, o/t :'a- miniing engineer "who shall
'knoiW -all about, civil; electrical, mechan-
ical,; and' Itydrhltic," ei'igifiee ing' li% the
stinb tinig thlta it-takes to' train"'a civil,
electricalt oi'. iiticharfical. engineer.' The
,aMV6'is. that' the 'student 'is"given "the
~brkd"~print!iples and not the"specialized
· cdrk' of.' all these lines. " : - -' ' -

7'The :ehliool' Iediucation, i, only part', of
the' trixning' of -a mining engineer. It
,rinft 'be supplemented 'by 'a 'course. in
pnAit~iiCaL:-vork,nih apprenticeship; so to
si/4ak, 'where 'he will' gain a' knowledge
cI'Mettailk 'and".of men and:' learn to
adapt, his theory to practical work. This
practical work 'may either' precede or
follow -the theoretical :study, but' the
·linlanee cof opiiion seems to be towards
thO latter sequence. Sometimes the two
may be' sandwilched' together, and, this
'course' is to be 'eomi6nded.' 'The' ques-
tion' 6f how long or how varied this
praetioaliexperienee shall be will depend
tip'oh 'the' individual case, and' it is im-
possible to make any definite statement

The' question' as to which' lihe' offers
he best 'chances of success is not capa-

bleh','answer. '"It is the'" opinion of the
'WmritOr' that' opportunities are goud in
al! 'lihesqhand' it is not the training that
a nman"receives, nor the'liue 'of' work
which he chooses which guniuantees suc-
cess. but rather the man lhimself. The
b6.4 'man' conies ",thr the front every-
where: "

The-salary which a technical.'gradu-
ate"may expect to 'receive, is 'by no
means fixed 'and, viewed in. th6 light of
whitt has been said' previously'regarding
the necessity of 'practical expe'rience, it
will be seen' that' salary should not' cut
too much figure in choosing 'the line
that one expects to follow,' Ina' ,eneral
'way the salary vaHes in inverse ratio
to the' probable life of 'the position. At
'th present time' metallurgical works
'offtr b'e.lnnhrs 'from' $40 to $60 per
'fibinth.' while' mining jobs will -pay from

'$5~ '07? pdr month at the start. A
#bon! 'inan, however, will soon get a raise
fre)i;l thes& figurs"-ind'will continue up
'the' ladet' thitil he 'finds' himself at the
"topJ afim6fig 'the' raining :ahd mntallur-
'gietl b'xp.rts, and' the 'presidents, gen-
drM 'mr{nagers; and superin'tefidents,

'wVd.WOyea-ly" salaries run into the tens
6f 'thbi'safi~. '..

·I ,i, ' IC , .fl~

FLOWER SHOP

'"4' CLARENDON STREET
: BOSTON

Telephone' 3487 Back Bay.

"U--~

The .objects of this society as set
£6rt~,' f.i't&'/.¢0iiltitdttl are"'to 'awAkev
'hhd" mai'taii di acthie' iiite'test in the
staiday:'of' Mliiig EhIglnering 'aionogits
wiienlii'rs"'and' to aid geherally"in theif
inielldetual"'idvancement and improve-
m'eht. ..'" ' .'

'"With these objects-iu view an4 wiftii
th'e rea'lization 'that there existed an
iurgent'://eed of 'such' a society, a eoii-
ilittee "'of' three wdla appointed in th/
'fall"bf'1897"'by the classes of '98, '99
and '00 to look into the :formation of a
sodi-ty i'nd to./draw up'a' constitution.
Thi ih'e'. did and the constitution wib
finally rltified. 'The officers elected,
whbo' hbd''previ6utly composed the com-
inittee; were: President, ' Arthur L.
laniilton':"00; 'at present a mining en-

giiflerh 'at Fairbanks, Alaski; 'vice presi-
dent''arid' tikOisurer, Stanley Motch of
t`e''oiotch "& Merryweather Meachinery
Co,, Clvel~hrid,'P.'; Seciretary, Edward E
·BugPee,, a p'resent 'assistant professor

l' niMAl"./gimd'niri dtaillurgy in the 'de-

'4t" this tiine' 'th society was an en-
tirely::li w V'ntdre; but from the start
it was"ghhi'" thAt' a long felt necessity
had been mniet, 'namely the furnishing
of', iijihse'a{h'eteby 'the' undeirgraduates
Were'piit 'n- clser' touch with one an-
other and' W'ith inmen engaged in actual
p~ntet'ide.-" : ....
'It'is '%vorthy' of liote' that the first

speaker wa's the'prolninent mining en-
gineer, Bradford' H.: Locke, III., '72;
who' *as more than well qualified from
actual experience to "warl' 'the future
mining engineers from the Institute of
the' many pitfalls that meet the mining
engineer in the way of mismanagement,
temptations to dishonesty, mine salt-
ing,, 'etc., when he goes out into thd
world to begin the battle of life"; and
that the absolute essential and therefore
axiomitic qualities of a mining engineer
are that he must be both honest and
competent, points which have been
brought out from time to time by en-
gineers who have addressed the under-
graduates.

The present society has a total mdm-
bership ,of ninety-three (93) active
members, drawn from the three upper
classes. It will be noticed that the so-
ciety has departed from the usual cus:
torn of admitting only juniors' 'nd
.seniorg to membership in a student pro.
fessi6nal society. However, this step
of admitting sophomores was not taken
ivitlh the idea of' increasing the mem-
bdrahip, but with the idea that the ad-
vantages of the society should 'be ex-
tended to all those intimately connect-
ed with the department. 'And, further;
more, it has been found of advantage
to admit the' sophomores, since by do-
ing so a, closer relation between them
and the department is set up, and again
the' knoJledge gained in the meetings,
of the practical side of mining and
metallurgy proves of great value in the
first summer position for a certain
a'iohnt of 'practical experieice if" ndw
urged and may become made A'requqif0
men of the department in the fet
fNitui;e.
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with the Ara-Notch in
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buttonhole 15c. each--2 for 25c.
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ORE, EXTATIMN "
By PROF. CHARLES B. LOCKE.

In another article mining engineer-
ing has been discussed in the broad
sense and it remains here to discuss
it in the restricted sense, namely as
covering only the extraction of the
various ores from the ground. This
course runs throughout the junior year
and instruction is given entirely by lec-
tures. The practical acquaintance
with the subject may be obtained in
summer school or by work in mines
during vacations.

As an introduction to the course a
few lectures are devoted to mechanism
and machine parts so that the student
may listen understandingly to descrip-
tions of mining machinery later on.
Likewise a few typical ore deposits of
the United States are described so that
a man may have in mind the condi-
tions which govern the use of differ-
ent methods in different places.

Next under prospecting are covered
the indications of ores and the tools
used in rotary drilling (diamond drill)
and in percussion drilling for deter-
mining the character of the ground to
depths of even 4,000 or 5,000 feet.

Under tools for breaking ground are
hand tools, rock driftlls, compressors, coal
cutters and explosives. Methods or
drilling and blasting are discussed.

Under the supporting of excavations
are covered life and preservation of
timber, masonry, cement, framing of
timber, excavation by use of shields
and shaft sinking by special processes
in quieksand and other soft running
ground.

Forms of mine workings are very
numerous, depending on the ore deposit.
Typical examples are given of quarries,
open pits, shaft and level system for
metal mines, and coal mines of both
the bituminous and anthracite variety;
also special methods for large ore
bodies like the iron mines of Lake Su-
perior and the operation of washing
auriferous gravel, both by the use of
hydraulic jet of water and by the use
of dredges.

Haulage includes cars, rails, man
tramming, the use of horses and mules,
steam, electric and compressed air loco-
motives, wire rope cable, arrangement
of tracks and aerial tramways.

Hoisting is effected by hand wind-
lass, by horse and by hoisting engines
which may be run by steam, compressed
air, gasolene, water wheel or electric
motor. Numerous types are described
and attention is given to the parts such
as drums, brakes, clutches, indicators,
etc.; also to hoisting ropes, buckets,
cages, skips, head frames and planf at
the mouth of the shaft.

Under drainnage and pumping come
dams, drainage tunnels, hoisting water
in tanks, and pumps of all kinds, in-
cluding Cornish rod pumps, direct
pumps, centrifugal pumps, otary
pumps, etc.

Ventilation includes a consideration
of mine gases, and apparatus for supply-
ing fresh air to the miner. Closely al-
lied to ventilation is the suoject of ex-
plosions, their cause and prevention and
the same for mine fires.

There are numerous other subjects
which are included under mining. These
are the lighting of mines; the methods
used for ingress and egress of the
miners; mining laws which govern the
acquiring, holding and operation of
metal mines, coal mines, tunnel sites,
mill sites, water rights and placer
ground; the handling of workmen and
provisions for their comfort and im-
provement; accidents in mines their
cause and prevention; the examination
of mines to determine their value; un-
derground surveying; the keeping of ac-

counts and the making of reports.Prom the foregoing it will be seen
E rom the fregoing it ill be see
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that the grornd covered make the
course of necessity a descriptive -ode am
there is little time for problems or for
a detailed study of many of the opera
tions. An advanced course in miuing
is offered to students who wish to go
further into details and also spend some
time in working out problems in con
tinetion with a mine plant.

TEACHING OF MININs
By PROF. H. O. HOFMAN.

'The question is often asked by
students in the Department of Mimnin
and Metallurgy if it is not advisable
to go to one of the old-established min-
ing academies or to the new technologi-
cal institutes of Germany which give
courses in mining and metallurgy, and
follow there some general or advanced
course and thus round out the technical
education received here at the Institute.
The present issue of The Tech forms a
good occasion to bring this matter be-
fore the students of Course HII.

The Institute receives its students
from high schools and aims to give
them a general, as well as a technical
education; in fact, two of four years
assigned to a course are taken up with
general and auxiliary studies, leaving
only two full years for really profes-
sional work, and some part of this time
is devoted to studies that are not strict-
ly professional. It is evident that the
professional time cannot be so extend-
ed as is the case with the four years
of a German technological school, in
which no general studies whatever en-
ter the programme. In fact the Ger-
man has finished his general education
in the gymnasium, comparable in qual-
ity to the Latin high school, or the
Realschule, similarly comparable to the
English high school, before he enters
upon his technical studies; the German
technical school, as well as the univer-
sity, is a post-graduate institution. The
graduate of a German Realschule is
through with English and French, he
reads these languages with comparative
ease and writes and speaks them some-
what; he is familar with the political
history and geography of the world, in
mathematics he has included differential
calculus, he has had his courses in gen-
eral physics and chemistry and has gone
far enough in qualitative analysis to
begin with quantitative. In fact, as far
as his positive acquirements go he is
in line with the average college grad-
uates. The consequence is that the
technical school can begin where the
realschule stops.

The aforesaid would lead one to be-
lieve that starting with such well-pre-
pared students, the courses of technical
instruction in Germany would be on a
much higher plane than are ours, and
our graduate could not do better than
go from the Institute straight to Ger-
many and obtain there that advanced
training which would prepare him so
much better for his professional career
than his colleague who staid at home
and went straight to work. It is true
that many technical courses given on
the other side are of a more advanced
grade than those given with us, if by
advanced we mean theoretical; others,
however, and most of them dealing wit,
mining and metallurgy, simply cover
the field in a larger way; the subjects
are developed historically and much
time is devoted to this side, but the
time given to modern methods is not
greater than is the case here. The Ger-
man thus gains an historical perspec-
tive for which we have not the time.
When, therefore, the essentials as to
the present and future practice in min-
ing and metallurgy are concerned, the
German student stands about on the
same footing as the one at Technology,
only the German has a larger back-
ground and perhaps therefore a firmer_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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foundsti. There isj bowraver, another
side. .German instruction in mining and
metallurgy is exclusively by lecture,
the laboratory is practically non-exist-
ent. The.Germau professor develops his
subject systematically in his. lectures,
the student absorbs what he can, and
studies the rest from the numerous
treatises that have been published.
When the lecture is finished the respon-
sibility of the professor ceases. It is
the student's duty to study these lec-
tures and acquire knowledge as best
he can by himself. It is easily recog-
nized that courses on mining, ore dress-
ing and metallurgy without the accom-
paniment of laboratory work must re-
sult in abstract conceptions of a sub-
ject that has a very practical character.

_1Ire-R -f -r~

PROF. H. O. HOFMAN.

The great gap that exists between the
theoretical and practical aspects of tech-
nology matters with a strong leaning
toward the abstract, forms the weak
point of German technical instruction.
[We on our side sin somewhat in the
opposite direction, in that we look too
much at practice and not enough at

E theory; but our gap between the two
extremes is small.

In recent years some of the German
technical institutions have been accord-
ed the privilege of awarding the degree
of Doctor of Engineering to the regular
graduates of technological schools after
they have taken a post-graduate course
of two years and prepared a thesis em-
bodying a research which takes up most
of the available time. The results of
this work along metallurgical lines are
seen in the splendid dissertations print-
ed in the technical literature.

The teaching of the German schools
may be said to accomplish two results,
the training of an administrative en-
gineer and of a theoretical engineer well
qualified to advance his profession along
scientific lines. It does not train the
all-round man who is prepared to meet
all sorts of emergencies, such as the
practical engineer is sure to encounter
in his profession in this country.

If the work demanded of the German
and American professors be compared,
there will also be found a considerable
difference. A German can become a full
professor only after having excelled in
a special line of study. His whole pre-
professorial life is therefore centered on
becoming the authority in one special-
ty. The duties of lecturing take little
time; the whole working power, which
is really great, is bent upon exhaust-
ing a subject by investigation and by
publication of the findings. The result
is that unending stream of German pub-
lications in technical matters of which
the conscientious, untiring thorough
work of the young doctors of engineer-
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ing csrried on ia the research labora-
tory, fore eoiderable .part.

In this country thee liadiig duty of
the professor is' to teach. the students,
not simply to inpart, but to see to it
that the student. learns what is being
presented. He has, besides the class-
room teaching, the laboratory teach-
ing; further, he has to serve more or
less in some administrative capacity or
other. Very little incentive is given
him for independent research work. If,
nevertheless, he does an astonishing
amount of it, it is accomplished only by
working under high pressure if he is
to meet on one side the official duties
as a teacher and administrator, and to
satisfy on the other the inward impell-
ing force that drives him to make his
contributions to the advancement of his
profession. We see here, therefore,
fewer contributions to the advancement
of engineering than in Germany.

Given the conditions of work in both
countries, is it advisable for a young
graduate in mining and metallurgy to
go abroad and study for a year or two
before he enters his career here at the
foot of the ladder? By way of intro-
duction, the fact may be noted that
from 1873-1877, when the writer was a
student at the Royal School of Mines
at Clausthal, Prussia, about one-half of
the students came from the United
States, and that when the old school
was visited in 1890 not a single Ameri.
can was registered, but the foreign ele-
ment was represented mostly by Eng.
lishmen, while the Germans were in the
great majority. Similar conditions pre.
vailed at the other famous school of
Freiberg Saxony. The simplest ex-
planation for this phenomenon is that
the American had found in the mean-
time at home what was required and
did not feel the necessity of going
abroad. In the great majority of cases,
this conclusion holds good today. For
the small minority there are perhaps
two clear cases. One is, that a stu-
dent has been graduated at an age of
say 21 or 22 years and has the means
of passing one year in Germany. The
advice to him would be, go by all means,
you will learn the language, you will
see different ways of attacking techni-
cal problems, you will get into different
surroundings, be subjected to new in.
fluences, in one word, you will return
a broader man and thereby better suit-
ed for your future career. The other
et.se is one of a young graduate who
has been at work in a branch of his
profession for several years; he knows
the practical side of it, has also carried
on enough original research to be able
to work independently. If there is at
one of the higher institutions of learn-
ing in Germany a professor whose spe-
cialty is in line with the branch of the
profession that the young man is fol-
lowing, the advice is to go to the pro-
fessor and work in his laboratory, he
will. receive you with open arms and
you will make a tremendous progress
in your special branch of metallurgy.
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GRADUATES LETTERS
To the Editor of The Tech,

Mass. Institute of Technology.
Dear Sir:-Down here in southwest

Missouri we have ideal conditions for
mining. The climate is favorable, as
there is no severe weather in summer
or winter. Although the thermometer
keeps around 95 degrees during the
summer month*, the nights are always
cool. There is no danger of the fever,
or unhealthy conditions which surround
many mining camps. Joplin, a city of
about 20,000, is the center of the camp.
There is an interurban electric line
which reaches nearly all parts of the
city. This makes it possible for one to
live very comfortably in town and yet
be able to be "on the job" in the
morning when the shift starts. I think
these few remarks will explain why
this country is an ideal one in which
to mine.

It is a poor place for a man to come
who is specializing in geology alone.
The formation here is practically the
same thoughout the entire district. Sur-
face indications or outcrops are of lit-
tle value in determining the value of an
ore-body. Therefore, a study of geol-
ogy helps a miner but little in either
finding or tracing an ore-body after
it is once located. As none of the de-
posits lie at a greater depth than 30,
feet, drilling with a Keystone drill is
used as a means of locating mineral in
nearly all cases.

On the other hand, this camp offers
great advantages to a man who wishes
to learn the mining business from a
practical standpoint.

Most of the ore is obtained from the
"sheet-ground" deposits. As a rule
these mines only carry from two to four
per cent. of recoverable mineral. It
becomes necessary then to mine as
cheaply as possible. Large tonnage, as
high as 1000 tons daily, are handled at
a total mining and milling cost of un-
der 80 cents per ton of rock handled.
The labor is highly efficient, being en-
tirely American. A foreigner is not tol-
erated here for even a day. There are
no unions, so many of the labor difficul-
ties met with in the West are avoided.
The above reasons indicate what a good
place it is to gain experience, as a man
will gain first hand knowledge in a
short time, of mining, milling, power
and pumping problems.

The salaries paid are not as high as
in the western camps, as the mines are
not rich enough to stand fancy prices.
A man coming down here with a good
technical training will get from $75.00
to $90.00 a month his first year. After
that he ought to be capable of super-
intending a small property, and such a
position will pay about $125.00 a month.
From this he can work up into more
responsible positions, paying as high as
$500.00 a month among the large com-
panies. Opportunities are plentiful,
however, for niaking money on the side
once a man has established a reputation.
Expert examinations are often called
for, as well as advice on other questions
relative to the mining game. Techni-
cally trained men are comparatively
few, and are usually sought after, when
it is evident they have learned and un-
derstand the conditions peculiar to the
mining in this district. Another op-
portunity to make money here is in
prospecting. There is much undiscov-
ered mineral here, and as prospecting is
not costly, with a little judgment a fel-
low is likely to strike a good mine. Of
course it is more or less a question of
luck, but it strikes me as being one of
the advantages of the district.

To sum up, this district offers the
following advantages: It gives a man a
good opportunity to learn the business
from the ground up, as he can start in
at a small mine where he has to be
ground boss, jigman, pumpman, master-
mechanic, and superintendent all 'in one.
He has a good chance to become an op-
erator, as a good mine, when once found,
can be developed on a few thousand dol-
lars. lHe learns to handle an indepen-
dent, although highly efficient class of
labor. Last but not least, he has a
pleasant home, and has not the hard-
ships of the western camps. iving is
fairl cheap, so he can marry if he
wishes, and raise a family in surroun4-
ings as pleasant as the suburbs of
Boston.

Vey truly yours,
a. mE POLAUMUs 19o.

Salt Lake City, Utah, Dec. 15, 1909.
To the Editor of The Tech,

Dear Sir:-A perusal of the list of
subjects offered in the courses in min-
ing and metallurgy, as printed in the
latest catalogue, gives the impression
that an attempt has been made to sup-
ply such a broad foundation as the
varied experience of the graduates has
found to be most desirable. There must
have been much discussion, and much
compromising, before the details were
settled, for no two men have the same
experiences and the same needs, and
during the few years immediately fol-
lowing graduation each man is inclined
to suggest that more time be given to
that particular subject in which he has
found himself lacking. Thus the young
graduate who is asked to help sharpen
drills complains that he has not been
taught this at the Institute, and the
man who gets a position as chemist at
a. vanadium property feels that he
should have learned the details of the
analysis of vanadium ores. When 1
reported for duty at the office df a plant
soon after leaving Tech,' the manager
said: "Go down to the pump station
lwhere the carpenter is putting some
wooden cogs in the gear of the power
l.punlp: we have to shut, down every
otlier day on account of a break there,
and I want you to find out what is the
cause of the trouble.'" It was then that
1 wished I had taken the mechanical
option. A few years later, when I was
employed to lay out the development
and equipment of a property on the
coast of Alaska, it was stipulated that
I should furnish a design for a wharf,
with estimates in detail of the cost,
completed, with necessary warehouses.
and determine the best location for it.
About the same time I had a letter
from a man who wished to learn the
value of a mine which had been worked
years before, and had a shaft 200 ft.
deep, with levels and stopes. After
describing the property in detail he
added this postscript to his letter: "Can
vow give me this information without
having the mine pumped out?"

Based on these latter experiences I
suggested to Prof. Ricbhards a course in
the study of ocean currents, and the
use of the diving bell in the examination
of the sea bottom, and of flooded mines.
Naturally it does not appear in the new
curriculum. because it does not belong
there, though undoubtedly the knowl-
edge gained might occasionally be use-
ful. So might many other things whiclk
have been suggested. But four years is
too short a period to afford time for
study, or practise, of even one-tenth of
the numerous subjects, a knowledge of
which would at one time or another be
of service to this or that man. Yet
hundreds of Technology men have solved
the new problems which have arisen be-
cause the Technology training fits a
man for just this work. Looking back
over an experience of nineteen years as
chemist, assayer, smelter superintend-
ent, mill superintendent, mine superin-
tendent, consulting metallurgist, mana-
ger, and consulting engineer, I believe
that the course now offered is well nigh
the best that can be developed for un-
dergraduates. The general studies,
which were largely unknown to the '90
men, are along lines which everyone
may find of value. Personally, I believe
the study of Spanish should be made
an equivalent of French and German.
There are few engineers in general prac-
tice who do not have work in Spanish-
speaking countries, and there are many
opportunities for the young engineer in
these countries to the south of us.
However, another man may feel the
same with regard to Chinese. And I
believe it is a fact that a Tech gradu-
ate who took advantage of the oppor-
tunity to learn that language from his
Chinese cook subsequently was selected
to represent a big English syndicate in
Clhina, and later wvas officeially "inter-
preter to Li Hung Chang'."

No course could be devised which
would present a tithe of the problems
any one man will be called upon to
solve. Each mine to be opened, each
ore to be treated, is a problem unto it-
self, and the graduate must erect upon
his Technology foundation a structure
built with experience before he can be-
come an engineer. When he leaves
Tech he is only a "S. B." Perhaps
some day, as do certain schools of the
Weat today, Teeh will confer, on those
of her sons who, have built worthily, the
degree of 'Engi'eer."

Sincerely. yours,
G. A. PACKAID 1890.

To the Editor of The Tech,
Dear Sir:-Replying to your letter

asking for some experiences, I feel that
the best way to answer you is to tell
briefly the work I have done.

After graduating in 1892, I accepted
a position in the blast furnace depart-
ment of the Maryland Steel Co., at
Sparrows Point, Md., and started to
work in the "monkey-wrench" gang in
July, 1892. As a "learner" I was paid
$40.00 a month for the firstsyear, no
matter what work I did, or how long
I worked, though I did turn work be-
fore the end of the year that was worth
over $60.00 a month. I worked as ma-
chinists' helper, pipe-fitter, oiler, pump-
man, and helped to run and repair blow-
ing engines and pumps. In the fall I
put outside at the furnace proper, and
learned to tend stoves and the hot
blast. There was much hard, hot, dirty
work. and more or less danger in this
job, but as I was learning all the time
I didn't mind it. In the spring I took
extra turns as foreman, especially on
night turn, with one of the older fore-
men. Shortly after a bad explosion at
one of the furnaces I got my first pro-
motion, and then inspected coke, lime-
stone, and other ore, and did some ex-
periniental work around the blast fur-
naees. One job was to remove the "sal-
amander" fromn the hearth of a furnace
and recover the lead that had accumu-
lated from some foreign iron ores
(mostly from Spain and Seriphos). I
even made an assay for silver in the
lead.

In the summer of 1894 Prof. R. H.
Richards offered me the position of pri-
vate assistant to help especially in the
preparation of his "Nqotes on Iron."
Then followed over a year of the most
agreeable and useful work 1I ever did;
the surroundings were ideal (I lived
in the home of Prof. Richards) and my
work seemed more like a post-graduate
course than like earning one's living.
In this work English, German, French,
mechanical drawing, and laboratory
work were all put to use, and I reaped
the benefit of "Memoirs." After this
came "Ore Dressing," and "Mineral In-
dustry," and perhaps by this time I
would have been on the staff of some
technical school if I hadn't taken the
first chance to get back to the furnaces.

In the short-lived boom of 1895 1
went back to Maryland, this time as
assistant superintendent, and I stayed
till October, 1896, when there wvas an-
other shut-down. This time I got ex-
perience in burdening the furnace, and
in running the plant by myself. Being
out of work again, I returned to Prof.
Richards. and worked on his books and
experiments with him.

ILate in December. 1896, I took an
offer to go to Everett Furnace, Bedford,
Pa.. as assistant superintendent under
J. E. Thropp, Jr., M. I. T. 1894, who
was superintendent of his father's blast
furnace and ore mines. The following
September Tlhropp, Jr., was made gen-
eral nanager of the furnace, mines, coal
and coke works, and I was made super-
intendent. Then followed a year and a
half of hard work and long, long hours.
In the spring of 1899 I wanted more
money and a change, so I accepted an
offer through G. F. Knapp, M. L. T.
1884, and went to Seetonia, O., as as-
sistant to the president of the Salem
Iron Co.

The furnace plant of this company
was being rebuilt and improved, and I
had much engineering and construction
work here. I looked after contracts
and did the purchasing, and also got
some excellent experience in office work.
Again, MIr. Knapp recommended me to
a better place, and in June, 1902, I went
to Johnson City, Tenn., as General Man-
ager of the Cranberry Furnace Co., in
charge of their blast furnace in Johnson
City, and their famous Cranberry ore
mine in Mitchell Co., N. C. Now came
mining, ore-dressing, magnetic concen-
tration, transportation, water power,
diamond drilling, and many other min-
ing problems, besides the cost sheets,
correspondence, banking, commissaries.
and office work.

In the summer of 1904 I went to
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, as superin-
tendent of the blast furnace of the Al-
goma Steel Co. One furnace was the
largest charcoal blast furnace in the
world, and we made some new records
for charcoal furnaces. Climatic condi-
tions developed suitable equipment for
this northernmost furnace, and there
were many new experiences.

A very'favorable proposition, with
prospects of permanency brought me
back to the States in November, 1907,

to my present position, where there are
special problems in water supply and
purification, and in fuel economy and
labor-saving devices. My attention has
been especially called lately to metal-
lurgical questions concerning blast fur-
nace practice; chiefly regarding in-
creased output, fuel economy, regularity
of product, and safety in operating mod-
ern furnaces.

There is a demand for technically
trained men who can get results out of
blast furnaces, and there is still a
broad field for investigation and im-
provement in blast furnace metallurgy.
The rewards are ample for those who
will (do the work, and I have found that
a nman can double his salary, every four
years if hie doesn't live too long. There
is great satisfaction in making new
furnace records, and then beating them
again; it is a game that when one wins
all the others gain too, and there is
satisfaction all around.

Yours sincerely,
R. H. SWEETSER 1892.

One of the many thoughts which
come to a man in his professional work
just after leaving college is the recol-
lection that lie has left undone many
things hlie should have done; and, on
the other hand, done many things lihe
wishes hlie never had. I-le regrets. per-
haps, that hlie pursued a certain subject
diligently which he does not use, and
passively neglected other work which
is now of paramount importance to him
and which gives hint many nights om
study and care in order that hlie may
hold his job as a Tech man should. The
moral is obvious: Clinch every profes-
sional subject in your course so well
that you are able to apply your knowl-
edge at any time,-for you may be
reasonably certain that the unexpected
will be just what you are expected to
do.

What I have just referred to concerns
the preparation of a prospective engin-
eer,-the hardest problem that faces the
-educational engineers," tne teachers in
all our technical schools. What follows
is not going to be a thrilling story of
dangers met and overcome and fearful
experiences of the "Soldiers of Fortune"
type,-because these are generally crea-
tures of the imagination, and because
no experience is so terrible after it is
over,-but a few lessons learned that
have remained long after the incidents
which created them.

First, forget that anything like a
watch or a clock exists to you. Do
what is expected of you as soon as you
can, and let "quitting time" mean that
the particular thing you have in hand is
finished, whether it be the closing line
of a survey, a calculation for a beam,
or the examination of a distant out-
crop. I have worked with men whose
creed was "knock off at five," who won-
dered why their pay was not raised of-
tener, and Awho forgot that "pull" and

push" are the expressions of the same
foree,-but opposite in direction.

Willingness and confidence are great
assets. Some men dislike to do certain
jobs that come up in routine work.
Don't show this to your superior be-
cause he may find it convenient to hunt
out similar things for you to do in an
effort to try you out. Be confident in
yourself. Tackle your problems square-
ly and when you find yourself in trou-
ble go to the man who knows for as-
sistance and you will get it. Above all,
don't be afraid to acknowledge a mis-
take; you will find that you are better
liked for it than if you tried to hide
your error by subterfuge.

Cultivate the habit of correct speech
and writing. Lvery engineer is called
on to make reports, on one kind or an-
other, in writing, and sooner or later
he will be asked for an opinion or an
explanation. He should always be
ready to clearly outline on paper his
suggestions or conclusions, and should
be equally prepared to stand before a
body of men and intelligently express
his ideas. The engineer then becomes
more than a mere unit in a system,-he
is endowed with personality and that
personality finds its expression in his
written or spoken thought.

These thoughts are not given as any
indication of what one's future profes-
sional life may be like, but rather as
a suggestion, drawn from a short pro-
fessional experience, to the prospective
engineer, who will make the same mis-
takes and learn the same lessons that
every one of his predecessors has made
and learned.

JOSEPH DANIELS 1905.
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WORK OF ALUMNI
-~~~~~~~~~By MR. H. R. BATCHELLER.

There is no engineering profession
that so absolutely requires such a di-
versity of scientific attainment as does
that of Mining Engineering and its as-
sociate and inseparable companion of
Metallurgical Engineering. A perusal of
the articles in this issue of The Tech
will give the prospective Mining Engi-
neer a clear outline of the essentials of
his profession, and if his courage is
good or his convictions positive enough
to choose it. he will be amply reward-
ed in a profession combining within
itself all the mathematical and natural
sciences in an infinite variety of appli-
cation and adaptations.

Not all the Alumni of the Depart-
ment are called upon to commercially
perfect, or industrially apply, more
than a few of the several sciences in-
cluded in the scope of Mining Engineer-
ing, but it is very necessary, for the
full understanding of any specific de-
tail of an operation, that the engineer
have a broad general knowledge of the
other problems involved that the com-
plete sequence of operations from min-
ing of the ore to the marketing of the
metal may be kept in good and true
proportion.

In the early days of the Department
many, if not most of the Alumni went
into the iron and steel industry in the
United States, as that was the first in-
dustry to call for trained men. To-
day other metal and mineral industries
have felt the need, and now our men are
in all parts of the world. From South
Africa to Alaska, from China to the
Philippines, come reports of our men
who are identified with the industries
in those countries.

A good rule to follow is to do the
work of your position thoroughly, and at
the samie time stuldv the worlk of the
position ahead of you. The failure to
do the first will obviously cause a sev-
erance of your connection with that job
and nothing is more unreasonable than
to expect promotion which must be fol-
lowed by instruction in the rudiments
of the new position.

An opportunity to make one's self
useful about a mine or mill or smelter
at a living wage for six months should
be welcomed by any graduate of any
institution, and I do not think Institute
men as a rule require so long a time.

Some schools turn out finished assay-
ers, smelter chemists, chemists, survey-
or's helpers, etc., and these men at the
start usually command as much or
greater salaries and more comfortable
positions than our men; but when
measured up after an interval, Tech
alumni will be found in the lead. The
broad scope of the professional train-
ing obtained at Tech counts in the long
run.

Some of our alumni who have gone
out looking for a chance have been con-
tented with day labor at $3.00 to $3.50
per shift, at hard work with "muck
stick," or as helpers in various positions
underground or -on the surface. Men
going. into "staff" positions as assist-
ant to the assayer, chemist, or surveyor
or elsewhere, can usually expect $75.00
per month to commence on. .At these
wages a man can more than keep him-
self, even in- high-priced -camps -like

Butte or Phoenix and in the smaller and
more remote camps he. can live as well
as he needs to or as well-as the district
will allow.

It is an open- question which start is
the preferable. - An assayer must round
out, his. experience by contact with
other portions of the operations, and a
"muck stick" starter should lay his trail
through the assay office. Some gradu
ates are in favor of one, some favor
the other; both have been tried wit}
successful final results.

Subsequent salaries, as far as I ca!
learn, have been satisfactory, and after
a few years our men have been holding
responsible and well-paid positions witl
the -end "not yet -in sight." -

The men who go to large companies
have, as a, rule, rather -a-hard, time o
it at the start. They are herded int(
all- sorts of routine work, and are ii
keen competition for each promotion. Th
positions. -however. are, usuallv so wel
within their capabilities that they havy
considerable time both on shift and off
which, withthe run of the plant that is
given them. the have magnificent op
portunities to see and study large scald
operations and have the latest and bes
of practice.

Those men who go to small com-
panies usually as assayist or chemist
have in very many cases a fine chance
to study negative results, i. e., to see

how things should not be done if money
were not lacking or if ore bodies did
not occasionally disappear or fluctuate
violently in value. Their ingenuity
will be taxed to the utmost to keep
things in approximately proper opera-
tion with nothing but a scrap heap to
draw on. All sorts of conditions arise
that are simple of solution if funds are
not lacking but which become very an-
noying when improvement of practice,
effecting even the operation of the
whole plant, must be made with no cost
for new material or machines.

Some of the experiences of young
graduates are very amusing when
looked at afterwards but may prove to
be very trying at the time. One man
of my acquaintance who wvas holding his
first position after graduation with a
small but well equipped proposition,
was very much disconcerted when di-
rected by his "Old Man" to change the
revolution of the electric light engine.
The engineer-fireman did not know how
and neither did the "O. M." The "as-
sayer" had to make good on this and
did so well that later he was called
on to reset the valves on the mill en-
gine.

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~One of our men who was working as
a helper underground was changed to
the assay office of a sixty stamp mill
and concentrator on a moment's nptice
and was expected- to keep things mov-
ing along without interruption. An-
other time he was called upon to as-
sist at the clean-up and to prepare the
bullion for shipment.

Another assayist on his first job
was much distressed to find that his
predecessor had been fired because he
could not obtain check results wvlen
weighing gold assay buttons on analyti-
cal balances and was much disgusted
when he at last obtained the desired
new balances to find them the most ex-
pensive and most delicate that could be
obtained and that the "O. MI." declined
to go to the further expense of a suit-
able room and foundations for them.
The assayist continued to measure the
buttons with a Plattner scale and finally
lost his job because there was an ac-
cumulated discrepancy between the as-
saV extraction and the mill extraction.

An engineer reporting on a mill pro-
eess found that the bullion shipments
were invariably excess of the extraction
based on assay by a considerable
amount. When this condition of affairs
was corrected the directors strenuously
objected to the change as involving ex-
plailatioIs to the stockholders and
the engineer was instructed to return
to the original system of sampling.

A very interesting piece of work was
done in connection with a cyanide plant
in Mlexico where it was found that the
value of the stamp mill tailings to be
treated was materially improved by
the removal of the "slime" which in-
terfered with the percolation. It was
found that in order to report a* maxi-

Imum tonnage crushed any discrepancy
:in the quantity of ore mined was made
lup with what was known to be bar-

ren country rock. When this practice
was stopped there was quite a reduc-

. tion in operation costs and a material
Iimprovement in the values recovered.

It would be a very large volume that
would contain all the experiences of all
,our men. The foregoing will serve to

iillustrate the variety of the demands
mIiade on the engineer and indicate the

binteresting situations and problems
that continually arise.

1. THE MINING COURSE.
1 (Continued from page 23.)

rchemistry and gas analysis and finally
ha thesis.-

The course has recently been rear
mranged- and 'is believed- to- be in better
rshape than ever before. There is a
g prospective. change which -will come
h whenever the corporation sees- its way

clear to transfer- the, instruction in sur
s veying from the second year- to the
f summer. *This will, give a 'better course
o in this subject' and at -the same time
n free some hours in the second year fo
.|other subjects.. There is, moreover, a

11 demand from some of the graduates fo
e instruction in Spanish, -which is the na

tional language of the majority o
Is American countries south of the United

S-tates. Formerly a course in Spanisb
le was offered as one of the genera
;t studies of the third year, but last yea

it was stricken from the list.
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GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH.

(Continued from page 23.)
vestigation as distinguished from mere

geological information. The large cor-
porations have fornd this out and are
now drawing away from national geo-

logical surveys many of the men who,
after years of research, have attained
this masterly gift of directing expendi-
tures with understanding. Taking little
for granted, these men attack every
ore-body as a new subject, and their
scientific method is showing fruition in
dollars and cents.

The Institute has always stood for
this principle. Its first president, before
he took office, was already famous for
his studies on the structure of the Ap-
palachian Mountains, and he always
used his powerful influence in develop-
ing organized schemes for similar struc-
tural and dynamical studies. Artesian
wells, mineral springs, subterranean
temperature, earthquakes, infusorial
earths, rock-weathering, coal deposits,
and iron deposits in turn received his at-
tention. His researches took him to
West Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New
Hampshire, Maine, New Brunswick, and
Ontario; and much of his thought was
devoted to helping his brother, H .D.
Rogers, to plan and execute the first

PROF. R. A. DALY.

surveys of Pennsylvania and New Jer-
sey. Besides numerous separate papers
Professor T. Sterry Hunt described his
geological investigations in two thi-
volumes, the one on "Chemical and Ge-
ological Essays," published in 1874 at
Salem, the other on "Mineral Physiol-
ogy and Physiography," in 1886 at Bos-
ton. Similarly, Professors Niles and
Barton stimulated their own thinking
and enriched their lectures at the Insti-
tute by original work in the field. Pro-
fessor Crosby's "Contribution to the
Geology of Eastern Massachusetts,"
published in 1880, is a most remarkable
book, which is still the only existing
comprehensive treatise on our local ge-
ology. In his long years of work, Pro-
fessor Crosby has shown a true genius
for able observation and careful reason-
ing, and his place is among the sound-
est geologists this country has ever pro-
duced. His "Geology of the Boston
Basin," in four volumes (called "parts"),
the last of which is about to go to
press, is a storehouse of information
practically unrivaled for any area of
similar size in Eastern North America.
The accuracy and completeness of his
field observations are little less than as-
tounding to anyone who carries into the
field one of these volumes as a guide.
His energetic spirit has led him to
study field problems in all of the other
New England States, in New York,
North Carolina, Eastern Canada, Colo-
rado, South Dakota, Arizona, Alaska,
Cuba, the Island of Trinidad, and other
regions. Many important papers on
theoretical geology have also come from
his pen, and in them all one notes the
same clearness of judgment. It is just
because he has thus broadened and
deepened his knowledge of geological
principles that Professor Crosby is so
valued an adviser to metropolitan water
boards and to mining companies. A still
more important result is that he has
long been an inspiration to his col-
leagues and pupils who are engaged in
the hard but repaying work of making
earth-science of practical scervice to
man.
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Without other illustrations from the
record, it -appears that the- Institute's
radition has strong sanction. For the
future a high aim should.be ours,-that
every student, bachelor as well as mas-
ter or doctor, leave the InstitUte an in-
restigator for life. The spirit -of -re-
search will be- a greater asset to. him
than the mere, acquisition of knowledge;
it will carry him through many a diffi-
cult place which instructors cannot fore-
see, and in the end will reap a large
reward.

SUMMER WORK-
By EDWARD T. ALMY, JR.

On account of its situation in a city,
and in a part of the country where no
mining is done, Technology is unable
to give any plractieal underground min-
ing to the students in that course. The
student can, if he wishes, devote the
whole or part of his summer vacations
to practical work, thereby increasing his
knowledge of mines and mining methods
to a great extent.

If a student is going to do summer
work he should go into it with the idea
of doing his best work, thereby helping
to uphold the Institute's good reputa-
tion, and should not expect a manager's
position the first summer. The posi-
tions which a man can fill after his
third year in the course are not very
high up the ladder, and are such posi-
tions as mucker, machine helper, ma-
chine man, assistant assayer or assist-
ant surveyor, trammer, etc. These posi-
tions all require hard work; for ex-
ample, a mucker has to pick and shovel
ore from eight to ten hours per day,
depending on the length of the shift
at that particular place. If he does this
well and seems to want to learn, after
a month or more he is made machine
helper. In this capacity he brings sharp
drill steels to the machine man, carries
out dull ones, puts in and takes out-
bits in the drill, and makes himself
generally useful. If he is working with
a good machine man he will be allowed
to crank the drill occasionally and in
a short time he is able to run the drill
himself without jamming the steel too
much, or poking out one of the cylinder
heads.

After this, if there is a vacancy, he
may be made machine man. In order
to hold this position, however, he must
be strong bodied, must know how to
drill the holes, how to load and fire the
shots, and must always be calm and
level headed. Through all these promo-
tions the salary is advancing, the salary
at the beginning and the advance vary-
ing in different camps.

While he is at the mine he eats and
sleeps with the rest of the miners, eat-
ing in the big dining room, and sleep-
ing in the "ram pasture" or room with
from ten to thirty beds in it, each
holding a tired miner, and every one
trying to outdo his neighbor in sawing
wood. The new man soon gets used to
it, and after his shift underground is
generally tired enough to sleep any-
where. Some mines have abolished the
"ram pasture" and the bunk house is
divided into small rooms, each one hold-
ing two men. This is the exception
rather than the rule, and a man should
not be disappointed if he does not hap-
pen to get such accommodations.

Financially, summer work is usually
not a -great success, especially if a per-
son has to travel any distance to the
place- where he is to work.

There is another and much more im-
portant side to summer work than the
financial side. This is the actual knowl-
edge gained. The student goes to the
mine with a vague idea of the differ-
ent terms used in mining, and with
certain pictures in his mind of the way
things look underground. These ideas
are gained from books or lectures and
the pictures from ideal sections in the
books. He finds, however, that when he
gets underground things look entirely
different from the ideal sections, and
it takes him some time to fit the terms
used to their proper places.

The summer's work is an immense
help the following year in school, espe-
cially in lectures. Here the student is
able to understand better the different
terms used, and understanding them, his
interest is kept up more than it might
be otherwise.

When the man graduates, if he has
had one or two summers' practical ex-
perience, he finds that he fits into the
work better, and pushes ahead much
faster than he would had he graduated
and then started in to get his prac-
tical work.
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ROUND TABLE AND JIGS.

METALLU GY . 0
t

By PROF. H. 0. HOFMAN. s
h

Metallurgy may be defined as the art t.
o, extracting metals from the ores and b
of refining them and fashioning them
for use in metal industries. In order c
to cover the field it is necessary to have g
a knowledge of mineralogy to identify o
the character of the ore, of chemistry 
and physics to recover the metal and r
free the product from impurities, and l
of mechanical engineering to give the 
imetal or alloy produced the forms that e

are required by the trade.
The progress that has been made dur- r

ing the last seventy-five years in c
metallurgical practice has greatly in- c
creased the demands upon the metal- i
lurgist. Some fifty years ago, metal- n
lurgical establishments were small, the c
processes carried out were the outcome
of many years of practical experience, s
the whole was an art with a slight in- t
fusion of science. The older metallur- s
gists, however, were keen observers and p
by persistent endeavor obtained a prac-
tical insight into the behavior of metals d
aad metallic compounds that astonishes t
the miore scentifically trained metal- t
lurgist of today when he determines a
by precision measurement the limits c
within which the chemical re-actmons l
of the processes can take place. As late s
as thirty years ago, the main equip- ,
ment of the metallurgist was a general 
knowledge of mathematics, physics and i
chemistry, with some mineralogy and I
perhaps a smattering of mechanical en- 
gineering in addition to an acquaintance
with the metallurgical operations car-
ried out in different works. This was 
sufficient for the European metallurgi-
cal plants of that date, small in size and 
working along beaten paths. With the 
opening up of the mining districts in 
this country, new conditions had to 
be met; the established European 
methods of ore treatment failed when 
transferred bodily to this continnent,
they had to be adapted to new sur-
roundings or, in many cases, thrown
over entirely and new means devised
to attain given ends. This required go-
ing more deeply into the general
sciences. The high cost of labor be-
came the cause of the introduction of
mechanical handling of materials in
place of the customary working by
hand. The enlargement of individual
netallurgical establishments and the
concentration of metallurgical work in
places centrally located for the receipt
of ores, fluxes and fuels and for the dis-
tribution of the products, made it neces-
sary for the metallurgist to become
more familiar with mechanical engineer-
ing than was formerly thought neces-
sary; competition forced him also to
increase the yield of metal from his
ore, to enlarge the duty of his ap-
paratus, and to improve the character
of his product.

In recent years electrical transmis-
sion of power has made it necessary
for the metallurgist to have a train-
ing -in the fundamentals of electrical
engineering; the application of elec-
tricity to the treatment of ores and re-
fining of metals calls for some knowl-
edge' of electrochemistry. The modern
methods of thermal measurement have

,made it possible to control processes to

ct onsiderable degree; this control has
)pened up a comparatively new field,
he application of thermo-chemical con-
iderations to metallurgical practice;

lastly, the laws of solutions as applied
o the constitution of alloys com-
Jined with thermal measurements,

lo )(opical examination and me-
chanical testing have furnished the
guiding line for the explanation
f the mass of heterogenous infor-
iation accumulated by years of
· le-of-thumb practice and for fu-
ure research in the attempts to im-
prove the physical and chemical prop-
erties of metallic products.
The metallurgist of today, therefore,
must have some knowledge of mechani-
cal and electrical engineering, of electro
chemistry in addition to the old-estab-
ished auxiliary requirements of mathe-
matics, physics, chemistry and mineral-
ogy to assist him in his special study of
tietalhurgy: he must have mnade his own
some of the fundamental teachings of
theoretical chenmiitry and the nmiclro-
scopical examination of metallurgical
)roducts must not be new to him.

The Institute aims to give its stu-
lents in four years a general and a
technical training. Regarding the lat-
ter, this instruction can cover in the
available time only the leading prin-
ciples and illustrate their application in
metallurgical practice by brief discus-
sions of characteristic examples. The
.m'ner-stone of Institute-instruction, a

combination of lecture and laboratory,
is well represented in the metallurgical
laboratories in which the student car-
ries out the leading metallurgical oper-
ations with apparatus smaller than
working-size, but always large enough
to give quantitative results. The lab-
oratory runs parallel with the lectures
or recitation, thus one supplements the
other; the weekly conferences held to
discuss the class experiments or the
research that is carried on by individ-
ual students, vitalize all metallurgical
work.

The subject of metallurgy is so large
that it is impossible to cover the whole
field in any adequate manner within
the time allotted to it in the under-
graduate course. Of the two ways open,
trying to cover the whole superficially
or a part thoroughly, the latter has been
chosen. It is therefore advisable for the
student to stay one additional year af-
ter graduating and become thoroughly
grounded in all the studies which forn
the foundations of modern metallurgi
cal engineering.

The prospects of the graduate to find
employment are good. There is a large
field as to the character and place ot
work. Iron and steel, lead, copper, zinc
nickel and some of the minor non-fer
rous metals are treated near the centre
of civilization; the precious and asso
ciated metals are worked in the isolatei
locations where they occur. Employ
ment in populated centres, where com
petition is large, gives smaller pecuni
ary reward than in mining district
proper. A graduate from the Institute
however, receives in either case, mort
than is required to make his living an(
to be independent. The future success
professionally as well as pecuniarily
depends largely upon the man himsel
and on the manner in which he meet
the demands of his employers and th
requirements of his surroundings.
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METALLURGICAL LAB.
By PROF. Hi 0. HOFMAN AND

C. R. HAYWARD.

The conception of having a metallur-
gical laboratory is in harmony with the
general principle of teaching followed at
the Institute. There was no precedent,
something new had to be created. There
existed assay laboratories, but investi-
gations into ore-treatment on a labora-
tory scale had not been thought of,
much less the placing of students in
touch with the operations discussed in
the class-room. The beginnings of the
laboratory were modest indeed; assay-
ing and ore-treatment were confined to
the present furnace department in the
"pit." In time the whole basement of
Rogers building was occupied, the addi-
tion of a sub-basement division had be-
come necessary. Any one seeing the
crowded condition that prevails at pres-
ent could easily recognize why the plans
for the future call for three times the
area occupied at present.

The aim followed in carrying out the
work in a metallurgical laboratory is to
make the student personally familiar
with the leading metallurgical opera-
tions, to teach him their physical and
chemical control, and to induce him to
carry on independently metallurgical
investigations. Until within about two
years, work in a metallurgical lab-
oratory was confined to ore-treatment.
This branch has been fully developed
here and has served as a model for
most laboratories that have been erect-
ed since in technical schools, and there
is hardly an institution that has not
followed the example of laboratory in-
struction set by the Institute. The
second branch of metallurgical labora-
tory work, the study of the constitu-
tion and physical properties of metals
and alloys and their changes as effect-
ed by heat treatment and mechanical
working, is not as yet as fully developed
as the first, on account of lack of space,
but the facilities offered under the pres-
ent cramped conditions compare favor-
ably with those given elsewhere with
institutions that started fresh with
abundant space and facilities.

In the fall term characteristic metal-
lurgical processes are carried out which
embody the principal operations. The
processes are worked quantitatively, in
each of them the material going in is
balanced against that which comes out;
thus e. g., a complete account of stock
of metal is taken showing the direct
yield and the losses and their distri-
bution; again a heat balance is made
which gives an insight into the sources
whence the necessary heat was derived
and how it was expended; further there
is prepared a statement of the materials
consumed and of the labor and power
required for a given treatment, and this
furnishes the economic data essential
for considerations of cost. Thus a
metallurgical process is studied chemi-
cally and industrially also mechani-
cally when this point of view forms an
essential part of the whole.

In the class work the processes of
roasting in hand reverberatory and the
BrilUckner furnaces, blast-roasting, smelt-
ing in the blast furnace and the rever-
beratory furnace , converting matte,
zinc desilverization, pan amalgamation
and electrolytic refining of copper have
been chosen as embodying the leading

metallurgical operations with which
every student ought to be familar by
personal contact. Each of these pro-
cesses requires a number of manipula-
tions and observations, and every
student does the necessary work and
makes the records of his measurements.
The individual records are then collated
and the whole is presented to the class
at the conference, called laboratory re-
ports. Here the student sees his own
records tabulated with those of the
members of his section. The result of
the work is analyzed and discussed.

In the individual work wet processes
form the basis of study, as these per-
mit the use of quantities of ore suffi-
ciently small for the individual student
to treat by himself. Thus, chlorinating,
brominating and cyaniding gold ores,
oxidizing and chloridizing roasting of
copper, gold and silver ores in muffle-
furnaces, and leaching silver ores with
hyposulphite and cyanide solutions are
carried through by every student. An
ore is thus treated by a number of
students, the treatment is the same
excepting one variable, and this is
changed in such a manner that when
the individual tests are assembled and
tabulated, the curve drawn will show
the best conditions of working in re-
gard to the variable quantity that has
been under observation.

In the combined class and individual
work, heat treatment and microscopical
examination of metals, alloys and
metallurgical products form the subject
of study. Heat treatment and the de-
termination of melting points are car-
ried on in the heat laboratory in charge
of Professor C. L. Norton. Every
student does individual work upon his
own specimens, each of which forms
part of a series; later he polishes his
specimens in the metallougraphical
laboratory and examines them micro-
scopically. The individual cooling curves
are assembled to a freezing-point curve,
and this is compared with the estab-
lished curve. The student examines be-
sides his own specimens, those of his
colleagues as well as l)erfeet specimens
prepared elsewhere so as to compare
his own work with that which is
standard. He further makes sketches of
the magnified surfaces seen through the
microscope and thus fixes in his mind
the structural features, Besides the
specimens thus prepared by the mem-
bers of the section or class, the micro-
structures of some of the leading in-
dustrial alloys are examined and their
constitutions explained in connection
with the established freezing-point
curves. Iron, steel, copper-cuperous ox-
ide, copper-silver, lead-antimony, brass,
bronze and one or two ternary alloys
are thus brought to the attention of the
students.

Work in the spring term is given over
exclusively to individual research which
usually forms part of the thesis re-
quired for graduation. The subjects are
taken from the whole range of metal-
lurgy, depending largely upon the
preference of the individual student.
They usually embody. the treatment of
an ore by an established process, varia-
tion of an established. process to suit
a given ore, study of limits of chemical
reactions in metallurgical processes, in-
vestigations into fuels, refractories and
other re-agents commonly used in pro-
cesses, tracing of freezing-point curves
of metals, alloys and metallurgical
products with microscopical examination
of polished surfaces.
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ECONOMIC 6EOLO6Y
By DR. G. F. LOUGHLIN.

Economic geology is, in its broadest
sense, the application of the several
principles of geology to problems af-
fecting the welfare of mankind. It
deals, therefore, not only with mining
and quarrying, but also with various
engineering undertakings, two striking
examples of which are the water-supply
development of New York and the
building of the Panama Canal. The
training of the economic geologist, even
though it specializes, must be liberal,
both in geologic and other subjects.
Thus the mining geologist, in addition to
his thorough acquaintance with ore and
gangue minerals, must have a sound
knowledge of structural and chemical
geology and petrology and a fair knowvl-
edge of physiography and paleontology.
Such knowledge to be adequate, can
result only from careful and patient
studies, both in the field and in the
laboratory. He must also be familiar
wvith the principles of metallurgy, sur-
veying and economics.

The importance of structural and
chemical geology needs little illustra-
tion. Without such knowledge it is in
many cases practically impossible to fol-
lowv and to work ore-bodies intelligently,
to recover lost ore-bodies, or to estimate
the amount and continuity of the ore.
Some ore-bodies, for example, rich at
the surface, are at slight or moderate
depth, too lean to work; others, barren
at the surface, may be rich at slight
depth, only to become lean as depth in-
creases. The composition of the ore,
and its inlluence upon metallurgical
methods must be appreciated in the
field. Realization of thile origin of ores
is. in many cases, of vital importance
in predicting the future of a mine.

Petrology is so closely related in min-
ing work to structural and chemical ge-
ology, that the above illustrations could
in part be repeated here. Where ores, as
is commonly the case, are localized in
certain kinds of rock, it is indispensable
to successful mining that the extent of
the ore-bearing rock and its relations
to other rocks of the district be known.
Petrology furthermore, is one of the
chief assets of the prospector.

Physiography is a subject too often
neglected by students of mining geology.
Although it is of but little importance
in mnany mining districts, it holds the
key to the situation in others, for in-
stance, the " ancient" placers of the
Sierras and the modern placers of Cali-
fornia, Alaska, and elsevwhere. In
Alaska the distribution and relative
richness of placers has been understood
from study of the changes in the devel-
opment of river systems.

Paleontology, like physiography, may
or may not be of vital importance to
thie mining geologist ,according to the
district in which he is working. The
reader will find illustrations of thie use
of paleontology in Prof. Shimer's article.

The courses in economic geology given
at the Institute to students ot mining
engineering presuppose training in all
thile above subjects, as well as in other
related studies. The students, with this
preparation, are given a general knowl-
edge of the principles of mineral depos-
its in lectures and conferences, and
study specific cases in the laboratory.
This general training may be continued
by graduate work along certain ehosen'
lines, and may be carried on in connec-
tion with governmenit, state or p ivate
wvork.

The study of building stones is largely
a practical application of petrology to
the needs of architects and civil engi-
neers. Though a subject of rather lim-
ited scope, it is especially one in which
there is need of good judgment rather
than hard and fast rules. The import-
ance of the subject to architects is
amply illustrated in the buildings of
our larger cities, whlere disfigurement
of many handsome specimens of archi-
tecture is due, directly or indirectly, to
ignorance of the most elementary prin-
ciples of petrology.

The needs of the civil engineer in con-
struction work may in some cases be
essentially the same as those of the
architect, although they may be quite
distinct. Stones of little use to the arch-
itect may be the best available for the
engineer, as was the case in the build-
ing of the Ashokan Dam in New York
State. The engineer should be ac-
quainted not only with the properties of
stone for building, but also with condi-
tions ilkely to be encountered in the
tunelling and other excavation of dif-

(Continumled on column 4.)

SUMMER SCHOOLS
By PROF. CHARLES E. LOCKE.

No summer courses have ever been
given in the Mlining Department. For a
few years assaying was offered as one
of the summer courses to be given at the
Institue, but a sufficient number of men
did not apply to warrant the giving of
the course. On the other hand the pro-
fessional summer school has been a reg-
ular feature of tile training for over
thirty years. The object was to enable
the student by visiting mines and metal-
lurgical works to gain a practical knowl-
edge of the subjects that were taught in
thle class room. This work has always
been optional owing to the expenses in-
volved ($75 to $100), coupled with the
fact that a student who has to work to
secure money during the summner time
is robbed of at least a month's time. A
required summer school would prove a
hardship for some "-on and might even
prevent a needy fellow from taking the
mining course. The benefits of such a
stummer school are threefold: first and
foremost, the knowvledge gained by the
student; second, the connection that is
gained with the mines and plants vis-
ited; and third. the publicity that is
given to the Institute by a party of in-
structors and students which in a series
of years cover various districts within
a thousand miles of Boston.

Sunmmer-school trips are divided into
mining and metallurgical, and have been
taken in alternate years so that a man
could visit mines one year and metallur-
gical plants the other. To derive the
maximum benefit a manl should not take
a summer school until after his second
year. Two plans lhave been followed
mon the ining trips, one to visit a small
mine and make a detailed study of it
and also get surveying experience with
the transit and plane table, the other
to travel more extensively and visit sev-
eral mines getting a broad view of the
operations at each. On tile whole the
atter plan seemns best on the general
principle that school training should
give brioad fundamental ideas and leave
details to be learned in practical work
after graduation.

Thie first summer school was held in
1871 when a party under Prof. Runkle
visited Colorado and Utah.

In 1908 only two men applied but the
school wvas held, neverthless. The
smaller the party the better is the in-
struction received by the men, but on
the other hand. it is a question whether
the Institute in its present financial con-
dition is warranted in using funds for
a smnall summer school which can be
used to better advantage in other ways.
In 1909 no men applied, and no school
was held. In thie future the school will
ble offered every year, but it will not
be held for less than six men.

Thie cause of the diminution of num-
bers in the summer school is to be found
in thie increased number of men who se-
cure practical work during the summer.
At the present time statistics show that
over ninety per cent. of the mhen in the
graduating class have had practical work
of some kind during their vacations.
Ten years ago only a small per cent. of
the men had had practical ivork at the
time of their graduation. The depart-
mlent has made special efforts to secure
this work and during the last summer
was able to supply positions to all under-
graduates who applied. Compared with
the smnuner school this practical work
has two advantages:-first it gives an
income to the student instead of an out-
lay. and second, it is considered that a
whole summer spent in practical work
at one place is more lprofitable from
every point of view than a visit of from
three to four weeks to different plants.
As for the future, one cannot say just
howv the whole matter will work out.
It seems very likely that before long
one of the requirements for graduation
wvill be that a student either shall have
taken a summer school or shall have
spent a vacation in practical work.

The relation of school work to prac-
tical work is very important and may
be adjusted in various ways. Our old
system of a sequence of school work,
graduation, and then practical work
gave good results as shown by the pres-
ent high positions of former graduates.
'rhe peesent system of school work
mixed with practical work during vgca-

: tion ought to yield even better results.
Still another system which prevails in

Esome places is to-.have a mine runi by
students in eonn ]iwith sehool wbrk.
Studentsm4 an dt,.timber- survey
and carry ~-O 1n.Pns -of: rni,-
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fiEL OEOLOG6Y
By MR. C. H. CLAPP.

Field geology is to the geologist What
surveying is to the civil engineer; in-
deed courses in the subject are ordi-
narily designated as geological survey-
ing. The geological surveyor goes into
the field, notes the different types of
rock exposed, maps the distribution of
each kind, and determines as far as
possible their relation to each other,
and to the whole geological province.
The last of these duties is the most
difficult, the most illusive, yet the most
important. It should never be lost
sight of during the field mapping any
more than the unity of a composition,
or a picture should be lost sight of
during the working out of the details.
In the determination of rock structure
and- rock relationship, the geologist be-
comes more than a mere observer but
an interpreter of observed facts. In
large part, however, field geology con-
sists in observing and recording the
facts of geology.

These facts are recorded in the field,
usually on topographic maps which
have been previously prepared for the
geologist's use. Each rock formation.
wvhich is shown on the geological map,
is given a particular color or pattern,
so that by reference to an explanatory
legend, one imay' readily acquire a
knowledge of the various types of rocks
occurring in the region represented by
the niap. The distribution of each for-
miation is shown on the map by the ex-
tent of each color, or pattern. The
locating or "tracing"' of the boundaries
or "contacts" of each formation there-
fore becomes of paramount importance.
It is also along the contacts that the
relationship between the contiguous
formations are usually best exposed.
The relation may often be shown di-
rectly on the map in some conventional
manner. or more commonly is indicated
by "'structure sections." These sections
give the altitude of each formation, and
their relation to each other, as these
features would appear if a deep slice
was made in the earth's crust, along the
line of the section. and the cutting ex-
po.1l to view. Such sections are, in
part, theoretical, but if constructed
with care, have a very high degree of
probability. Thus by means of maps
and sections it is possible to represent
the various rock formations as they ac-
tually exist in nature.

Geological maps are prepared and
published by the various state and na-
tional geological surveys. The pub-
lished maps may be obtained by any
one interested in a particular district.
free, or at a nominal cost. Geological
surveys are also often carried out by
private individuals and corporations,
notably railroads and mining com-
pallies. Such surveys are usually of a
detailed and special nature, but are
based on the larger, more general sur-
veys carried on by the government.

Geological data which is made avail-
able through maps and reports, becomes
of direct practical importance when ap-
plied to certain business enterprises,
not only those dealing primarily with
the exploitation of the mineral resources
of a region, but with all that have to
do with underground work of any kind.
It is necessary to know, for instance.
in the construction of a tunnel, what
kind of rock will be encountered in the
center of a hill or mountain range, as
well as on the flanks. The geological
structure must also be considered. In
the development of the mineral re-
sources of a country, geology is of the
loremost importanee, especially in the
location of mineral deposits. Certain
deposits such as coal, occur as beds in

deed, but close examination shows that
it can never compare with work in a
eommercial mine. This was wvell demon-
strated by the Crocker Summer School
held in Colorado in 1903 and participated
in by Columbia, Harvard, Technology,
and Yale. A mine wvas leased and ope-
rated by students under the supervision
of practical miners. Although this was
probably the most successful summer
school ever held still it lacked one im-
portant essential namely, the atmos-
sphere of work. This leads to the con-
clusion that the best combination is the
school for theory, and work in a com-
mercial mine for practice, the number
of students in any me mine to be a
very low proportion of the total men
employed.

well defined foriations, the uidergtound
stiucture of w. hich may be foretold
with a great deal of accuracy froi an
examkination of surace features. Some
tormations at certain critical places
are favorable for the location of me-
tallic ores, and the recognition of these
places is one of the chief duties of the
field geologist working in undeveloped
regions. Large areas of rock hay
sometimes, almost assuredly, be deter-
mined as non-mineral bearing, and the
expense of a large amount of worthless
prospecting may be thereby saved. In
the working of deposits of metallic
ores, it is necessary to arrive at some
conclusions as to the origin of the 6res
in order to gain the assurance which is
necessary to sink shafts and drive tun-
nels for long distances. The various
theories of the genesis of different types
of ore deposits are intimately related
to the theoretical geological history of
the particular region in which the ores
are found.

All geological theories and speculation
must be based primarily on field work.
Those hypotheses which do not accord
with the observed field facts must of
course be discarded. Discussion prop-
erly follows the accumulation of data.
Field facts wvere overlooked by the
earliest geologists in favor of certain
preconceived ideas; they preferred to
speculate rather than to observe. In-
terprtation is a necessary corollary of
observation; the bare facts must ue
moulded by imaginative thinking into
an understandable sequence and form.
Field geology is, howvever, the basis, the
foundation not only of speculation,
but even of the theories and hypotheses
which today are ordinarily accepted as
the truth.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.

(C'ontinued flroImI elcolumn 1.)

ferent kinds of rock. He should, there-
fore. like the mining engineer, have
Some training in structiural geology as
wvell as petrology.

Water-supply problems may require
for proper solution application of the
several branches of geology, especiay
of physiography and in some eases of
paleontology. as is illustrated by the
investigations of Prof. Crosby for the
New York Water-Supply Board. That
great general question. the conservation
of natural resources. also depends upon
the several branches of geology for its
answer.

Proof of the present appreciation of
economic geology lies in the rapid
growthl of the science in late years. The
United States (4eologieal Survey, main-
rained(l largely for its aid in the devel-
opment of the country's mineral re-
sources, has done much towards placing
economic geology upon its present basis,
The results of the ,Survey' work have
induced nimany states in all parts of the
union to organize state surveys. Sev-
eral private corpoiations. especially
those operating mines and railroads in
the se.st, pernmanently employ geolo-
gists. while a few geologists are success-
fully established in independent conult-
ing work.

Economic Geology, utilizing as it does
all otlher branches of geology for the
coimimon good. is necessarily tlhe most
iliportant and advanced branch of the

eiellee. It is waith this fact in view
that the geologic courses at the Insti-
tute arle given.

CONCEI TRATES.

It is interesting to note that the
mining course of the recently estab-
lished Nova Scotia Technical College,
as set forth in their catalog, seems to
be patterned on the mining course
given at Tech. Prof. Richard's "Min-
ing Notes," former Prof. Lodge's '"Notes
on Assaying," as well as other Institute
books are used in the Nova Scotia
Tech.

Professor Sexton, the Director of
Technical Education for the Province
of Nova Scotia, graduated from the
Institute Mining Course in 1901.

That the instruction given in geol-
ogy at Tech is second to none is shown
by the number of men that the Geolog-
ical Survey of Canada sends to the In-
stitute for graduate work. Last year,
five men from Ottawa were here doing
research work, or candidates for ad-
vanced degrees, and again this year,
five men connected with the Canadian
Survey are at the Institute.
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